In contrast to its bulk crystal, the FeSe thin film or layer exhibits better superconductivity performance, which recently attracted much interest in its fundamental research as well as in potential applications around the world. In the present work, tuning superconductivity in FeSe thin films was achieved by magnesium-doping technique. Tc is significantly enhanced from 10.7 K in pure FeSe films to 13.4 K in optimized Mg-doped ones, which is approximately 1.5 times higher than that of bulk crystals. This is the first time achieving the enhancement of superconducting transition temperature in FeSe thin films with practical thickness (120 nm) via a simple Mg-doping process. Moreover, these Mg-doped FeSe films are quite stable in atmosphere with Hc2 up to 32.7 T and Tc zero up to 12 K, respectively, implying their outstanding potential for practical applications in high magnetic fields. It was found that Mg enters the matrix of FeSe lattice, and does not react with FeSe forming any other secondary phase. Actually, Mg first occupies Fe-vacancies, and then substitutes for some Fe in the FeSe crystal lattices when Fe-vacancies are fully filled. Simultaneously, external Mg-doping introduces sufficient electron doping and induces the variation of electron carrier concentration according to Hall coefficient measurements. This is responsible for the evolution of superconducting performance in FeSe thin films. Our results provide a new strategy to improve the superconductivity of 11 type Fe-based superconductors and will help us to understand the intrinsic mechanism of this unconventional superconducting system. 
Introduction
The discovery of iron-based materials with a high superconducting transition temperature T c has attracted much attention for both fundamental studies and practical applications 1 . Till now, plenty of efforts have been made to obtain higher superconducting performance, but the intrinsic mechanism of superconductivity in these systems is still being explored. Among iron-based superconducting family, the Iron selenide (FeSe) has the simplest structure with binary chemical composition, consisting of only two-dimensional conducting planes 2 , rendering it to be an appropriate candidate for exploring the intrinsic mechanism of iron-based superconductors.
Compared with its bulk crystals, FeSe in the form of film or multilayer attracts more attention as large enhancement in superconducting performance can be obtained. Especially, high T c (around 77 K) was reported in single unit-cell FeSe layer 3 , which is considered as the highest value among all the iron-based superconductors. As for the enhancement mechanism of superconductivity in FeSe film or layers, there is still a hot debate, and more fundamental work is still required to understand the superconductivity of FeSe films and multilayer in depth. On the other hand, the instability of FeSe single layer or multilayer in atmosphere serves as the largest obstacle from further various characteristics or physical measurements to explore the nature of superconductivity in FeSe system. Hence, with the atmosphere-stable property, highperformance FeSe thin film is more suitable for fundamental research and practical application as well.
Recently, we have succeeded in enhancing superconductivity in FeSe thin films by tuning the Fevacancy disorders. The amount of Fe-vacancy disorders can effectively control the electron carrier concentration, determining superconductor-insulator transition (SIT) and the evolution of superconductivity in FeSe thin films. Actually, controlling the carrier concentration is one of the most effective ways to acquire better superconductivity in iron-based superconductors. and #FM4 respectively. One can see that Mg-doped FeSe films exhibit higher H c2 than un-doped one, and the best H c2 value as high as 32.7 T is obtained in #FM2, exhibiting great potential of our atmosphere-stable FeSe superconducting films for high-field applications.
Results and discussion
As shown above, improvement in superconductivity of FeSe thin films can be achieved by Mgdoping, it is of great importance to understand its intrinsic enhancement mechanism. It is well known that charge carrier concentration is one of the most crucial parameters that influence the superconductivity in iron-based superconductors 13 . As Mg belongs to the group of alkaline earth, abundant electron carriers are supposed to be provided through doping. Hereby hall measurements are performed to reveal the state of charge carrier in all 5 samples. In Fig. 2 between R H and n is deduced in equation (1):
(R H -Hall coefficient, E y -induced electric field, j -the current density of the carrier electrons, B -magnetic field, V H -Hall voltage, t-the thickness of the plate, I-the current across the plate length, e-elementary charge, n -carrier concentration). As carrier concentration (n) is inversely proportional to R H , the increasing R H in minus side at lower temperature region represents that n decreases with lowering temperature. Similar Temperature dependence of R H is observed in undoped #FM0, lightly-doped #FM1, #FM2 and heavily-doped #FM3. However, large absolute value of R H is obtained in over-doped #FM4, suggesting a severe reduction in electron concentration. It can be considered that excessive Mg-doping is responsible for the extremely low electron concentration. It seems that the transmission property of electronic state is significantly changed for some reason, which is consistent with the decaying behavior in the temperature dependence of resistivity, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Hence, by showing the collapse in carrier concentration, the investigation in Hall coefficient offers a strong evidence for the degradation of superconductivity in #FM4.
In order to distinguish the tendency of #FM0, #FM1, #FM2 and #FM3, magnified view of R H in low-temperature region is shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . Interestingly, an abnormal lower electron concentration is found below 80 K in lightly-doped #FM1 which shows significantly enhanced superconductivity. It might result from a competitive mechanism between "self-doping" and "external Mg-doping" in #FM1. Actually, in our un-doped FeSe films, Fe-vacancy disorder induced "self-doping" exists. The discovery of disorder-induced "self-doping" is raised by T.
Berlijn's group 14 in the system of KFe 2 Se 2 . By angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES), they found that Fe-vacancy disorder can provide significant electron concentration (n e ). According to the analysis in our previous work 4 , similar increment in n e is detected in pure
FeSe films in which Fe-vacancy disorders are detected. This is the reason why un-doped FeSe film (#FM0) still shows relatively high R H value.
Once Mg is introduced into FeSe films, "external Mg-doping" starts to affect the electron state of FeSe together with original "self-doping". It is speculated that there is one "mixed-doping state"
exists when two doping modes are comparable to each other. In lightly-doped sample (#FM1), only very little Mg is implanted into FeSe layers. In this case, doping performance will be offset or even produce lower n e than un-doped sample (#FM0). But, improvement of superconductivity is still observed in lightly-doped sample (#FM1). It might be because Fe-vacancy is occupied by
Mg that enters FeSe lattice, which will be discussed in detail later combined with XRD results.
With further increasing content of external Mg-doping, the effect of "self-doping" becomes ignorable whilst big amount of electron carrier is introduced from Mg into FeSe films, reflecting by the increment of |R H | in the results of Hall coefficient. As a result, the "external-doping" become dominating in providing charge carrier rather than "self-doping" in #FM2 and #FM3, but the intrinsic mechanism is still needed to be clarified in future work. It is noteworthy that the superconducting performance in #FM3 is not as good as that in #FM2, even though they possess the similar electron concentration. It is due to the decreased orientation degree of FeSe film in #FM3, which will be discussed later based on XRD results. In the case of over-doped #FM4, abrupt decay is found in electron state and superconducting performance. It is ascribed to both severe electron scattering and the destruction of superconducting structure derived from excessive Mg doping. Based on the results above, Mg-doping is demonstrated as an effective way to introduce significant electron carrier into FeSe films.
Typical XRD θ-2θ spectrums are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) Subsequently, lots of secondary phases are generated at relatively higher sintering temperature.
Oppositely, in present work, Mg-doping is introduced by low-temperature sputtering using PLD technique. It enables homogeneous distribution of Mg element within FeSe films. As a result, Mg can readily enter FeSe lattice, and bring about novel properties in this system. Moreover, in Fig. 3(a) , it is also found that β-FeSe (101) diffraction peak appears in Mg heavily-doped (#FM3) sample, which induces a negative effect on texture degree and could bring about deterioration on superconductivity, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Table 1 . These results will strongly support and give reference to our following discussions on the mechanism of Mg-doping effect.
Based on Table 1 , the T c and relative electron concentration n/n #FM3 at 30 K of all five samples are both presented in Fig. 4 as a has been enhanced by more than 25 % compared with un-doped #FM0. In the case of heavilydoped sample (#FM3), β-FeSe (101) peak emerges in XRD pattern (see Fig. 1(a) ). The reduction in orientation degree of FeSe films may lead to lower superconductivity even though the electron carrier concentration in this sample is comparable to that of #FM2 with the highest T c . As expected, degradation in T c and ΔT c is detected in heavily-doped sample #FM3. In the case of over-doped sample #FM4, an abrupt drop in T c occurs as low as 4.9 K. It should be ascribed to both the severe electron scattering and the destruction of superconducting structure owing to the result of substitution effect. Ultimately, a dome-shaped tendency is observed in the tuning effect of Mg-doping on T c . It is noticed that the highest T c is acquired in the region with high electron concentration and the collapse of T c occurs when electron concentration remains at very low level. Hence, electronic state, especially electron carrier concentration is verified to possess significant impact on the superconductivity in FeSe films. In addition, owing to the advantage of simplicity and effectiveness, external Mg-deposition technique is highly expected as one promising way to provide controllable electron doping into FeSe films.
Conclusion
To summarize, we demonstrated that a simple Mg-doping procedure on as-grown FeSe thin film 
